
Hi everyone,  

 

I am Sébastien Lagarde, senior graphic engineer and here is Laurent Harduin, 

lighting artist. 



We work at a company call DONTNOD. 

Dontnod is a French studio located in Paris. The studio was created five 

years ago, by five people, in order to make one specific game. 

The game and the studio creation itself have been managed in parallel.  

The studio has grown from five (5) to ninety five (95) employees. 

  



The game we are talking about is Remember Me.  

It was released in June this year, worldwide, on all major platforms.  

It’s a sci-fi action-adventure third person game.  

 

The game was published by Capcom and developed by an average of 

80 people. 

We used Unreal Engine 3 for the game with several additional in-house 

features. 

 

 

 

  



To be sure you know what we are talking about, let’s see a video of the 

game. 

 

  



I’ll start with the artistic conception of Remember Me and we will then 

cover the techniques we used to transform the artworks into a game. 

Let’s begin with the key elements in the conception of the project. 

 

  



Remember Me is a science-fiction game built around the idea that, in a 

near future, people will be able to record, replay, and share their 

memories.  

This would be made possible thanks to a new technology called Sensen 

(for Sensation Engine) which would later secretly lead to abuses and 

memory manipulation. 

 

The inspiration for this concept was the recent explosion of (clic) social 

networks and the habit people have to share everything through the 

internet. The design team wanted the players to think about the place 

technology has taken in our lives(clic), and to see the game as a 

plausible evolution of our way of life.  

 

 

  



In order to allow the players to project themselves 

into this near future, we thought it would help to 

have a setting with recognizable architecture (clic) 

and landmarks. 
 

Those criteria made us think that (clic) Paris was a 

very good choice, and plus it gave us the advantage 

in having direct access to all the references we 

needed. 
 

There is also a reason why Remember Me takes 

place in (clic) 2084. This is a reference to the (clic) 

novel 1984 written by George Orwell because the 

game shares some important themes with this book 

such as omnipresent surveillance, and public mind 

control. 

  



How did we build our vision of NeoParis ? 

 

  



Since we wanted to anchor the game in reality, the environment had to 

look realistic, and in order to develop a unique style for Remember Me, 

our approach was to add a slight stylization, which can be seen through 

the use of science-fiction visual codes: it had to be moody, shiny, 

glossy, with high-tech elements, a lot of reflections and contrast. 

We also used specific color schemes. So for example... 

  



… You can see here the visual guidelines for the 

Episode 1, with a desaturated blue base and more 

saturated punctual blues, purple, and magenta. 
 



And stylization can also be seen through the use of graphic elements. 

The most explicit example is the orange cube. It was chosen as a 

symbol of memories in the game, so it inspired the Sensen’s logo. 

It was used as a basis for the creation of environment modules such as 

this door frame, and it becomes more and more obvious while the 

player gets closer to the Sensen’s creator, whose office looks like a 

floating cube.  

  



Since the game takes place in only one city, one of 

the primary challenges was to offer a wide spectrum 

of various environments.  

The solution was to divide the city into three 

different areas, each offering a different vision of the 

city. 
 

 

  



This is Deep Paris 

  



This environment is composed of colorful slums 

and abandoned areas. 

  



 

 
 

 

  





Mid Paris, which is the environment most similar to 

today’s Paris.  
 

  



It is mostly Haussman-era architecture with 

futuristic additions. 
 

 

  



It’s also a romantic vision of Paris, with sculptures and roof scenes 





The game also features the Bastille prison which is 

composed of jails, laboratories, and sewers. 
 

  



 

 

  





And High Paris, represented in the game as a 

luxurious and autonomous complex called 

Mnemopolis. 
 

  



The further the player goes, the more pure and 

modern the art style becomes. 
 

  







From the art team’s work, we deduced a list of graphical 
features we needed to work on in order to recreate the 
artwork’s atmosphere in the game. 
 

  



In order to depict a believable future, we wanted a strong entry point in 

our sci-fi universe through the use of recognizable elements from today. 

This included using background buildings such as the Eiffel Tower, 

Haussmanian buildings, the Sacré-Coeur, or the Bastille pillar. 

Also foreground elements similar to today's ones : metro signs, shops, 

covered passages, will allow the player to feel comfortable. Old 

monuments also add a historical aspect. 

 

 

 

 

  



The most important key to crafting a believable setting is the realistic 

rendering and that’s what led the dev team as well as the art team to focus on 

physically based rendering. 

  



Physically based rendering is the current buzzword in the game 

graphics community. But it was not at the time. 

We decided to switch to it after seeing the course “Physically-Based 

Shading Models in Film and Game Production” organized by Naty 

Hoffman at SIGGRAPH two thousand ten (2010). 

(Click)There are several benefits to taking the physically based 

rendering way. 

(Click)The parameters are more intuitive as they are based on real 

world values. 

(Click)There are fewer parameters to tweak to achieve a realistic 

appearance.   

(Click)It is harder to break physics rules, instead of harder to respect 

them, mean it’s easier to achieve photorealism.  

(Click)Lastly, assets built according to the guidelines will work under any 

lighting condition.  

All this boosts artists’ productivity! 

 

 

 

  



What’s the main difference between physically based rendering and 

traditional shading model? 

First, PBR uses Fresnel effects everywhere (click), like in the real world. 

Second, PBR respects a basic physical rule of light.  

A surface can’t reflect more light than it receives. This is calling “energy 

conservation”. 

(click) The direct consequence of energy conservation for an artist, is 

that the brightness of the specular highlight is automatically linked to its 

size. 

 

  



So let’s discuss the shading model we used in Remember Me. To better 

understand what we did, I will present some formulas with complex 

notation. I’m sorry in advance! :) 

To achieve realistic rendering, we need to solve the rendering equation. 

This equation means that the reflected light on a surface is (Click) the 

sum of the incoming light (Li) from all directions, (Click) multiplied by the 

shading model and (Click) cosine of the incident angle. 

 (Click) The reflected light is actually the pixel color on the screen. 

 

Our goal is to approximate this equation for our game. 

It is common to separate the lighting process into direct and indirect 

lighting... 

 

  



...The direct lighting is performed with analytic lights that illuminate from 

a single direction  (Click). 

 

For realistic rendering we chose a microfacet model with a Blinn 

distribution like Naty Hoffman did in the previous mentioned course  

(Click). 

It includes the Fresnel effect and the energy conservation we were 

talking about  (Click). 

(Give people time to figure out the equation). 

 

// Note for the purist: the diffuse part doesn’t conserve energy (I tried it, 

but too late in the production and it changed the visual appearance too 

much at this point…) 

  



The indirect lighting is performed with environment lights  (Click),  

it reuses the equation of the direct lighting but this time for all incoming 

directions. 

As such, the formulation is too heavy for games,  so we need to 

approximate it.  

 

 (Click) We consider diffuse and specular separately. 

Thanks to having static lighting, we can pre-computate a lot offline... 

 

 

  



The indirect diffuse part relies on: 

- Lightmaps for the background 

- And spherical harmonics for dynamics objects 

 

These solutions are pretty common and are available in the Unreal 

engine. 

  



The indirect specular lighting is more interesting. The equation is too 

complex to be pre-integrated. 

We approximate it by splitting the sum in two parts. 

 

The right part of the equation (Click), with the Blinn model and the 

lighting, are considered together and pre-integrated in a cubemap. 

The remaining Fresnel term  (Click) is replaced by a “glossy” Fresnel 

term applied at runtime. 

 

Of course this is mathematically wrong but we were looking for 

something efficient and visually pleasant. 

 

// Note: glossy Fresnel is related to the modern term Environment 

BRDF (also called AmbientBRDF in other sources), however our 

process is really a coarse approximation rather than 

// a pre-integration, so I keep the « glossy » name to distinguish it. 

// The missing « / 4 »  is supposed to be included in « Glossy Fresnel » 

but was thrown out with this very coarse approximation. 

  



To perform the pre-integration of the cubemap, we developed an 

extension to the tool AMD Cubemapgen  (Click). 

Our extension added the ability to process static cubemaps with a 

cosine power filter  (Click).  

The cubemap is pre-integrated for varying specular powers  (Click)  and 

the result is stored in the mipmaps. 

 

(Click) We have released this tool as an open source project call 

ModifiedCubemapgen. 

 

// I use Blinn instead of Blinn-Phong to not lose people ☺ 

// Of course we don’t get the characteristic stretching of the Blinn 

model, because we only take one sample of the cubemap at runtime. 

 

// It also performs a conversion from Blinn specular power to Phong 

specular power.  

// This is required as we can only use the reflection vector at runtime to 

sample into the cubemap. And this approach is not compatible with the 

Blinn model. 

 

 

  



The glossy Fresnel term is more empirical. 

Observation shows that rough surfaces at grazing angles tend to reflect 

less light. // due to micro shadowing and masking.  

Our goal was to mimic this behavior. 

 

We decided to use the Schlick Fresnel approximation and we added a 

simple max instruction based on the smoothness.  

This is a coarse approximation but we were aiming for cheap and 

visually OK. 

 

//At runtime, the glossy Fresnel and the pre-integrated cubemap are 

multiplied. 

// Note: this approximation is really wrong, but remember this was back 

in 2010 and we didn’t have the right knowledge at the time. 

// Anyone interested with the more correct Environment BRDF should 

take a look at the SIGGRAPH 2013 course on physically based 

shading. 

  



There is code available in the slides but we will not show it during this presentation. 

 

Here is the runtime code of the direct lighting and indirect specular lighting. 

 
// Not shown during the presentation 

  



Another aspect of physically based rendering is the use of physically 

based lights. 

Punctual lights don’t exist in real world. To get a more realistic feeling, 

we should use area lights. 

 

Real time area lights are costly. We chose to adopt a hack simulating 

spherical lights.  

It was introduce by Tri-Ace in a CEDEC talk in two thousand eleven 

(2011).  

It consists of a light parameter, allowing one to tweak the specular 

power of affected surfaces.  

All of our lights in the game can enable this feature.  

However the hack can be difficult to get right for surfaces with many 

different specular powers. 

 

// Area lights also avoid the unnatural highlight shape resulting from the 

use of punctual lights with smooth surfaces. 

// In Remember Me, all lights are area lights. 

// Note: for a good specular power modification of the Blinn-Phong 

model, take a look at Brian Karis’ presentation at SIGGRAPH 2013. 

// Note: light should use physical units like lux/lumens and inverse 

square attenuation, but we won’t cover the subject here, particularly 

because we didn’t make the switch for Remember Me. 

 

  



Here is the runtime code of the specular power hack 

 
// Not shown during the presentation 

  



Seb : Converting an engine to physically based rendering is easily 

done. The hard part is on the artists’ side and this is where we spent 

most of our effort. 

 

Since we wanted to integrate the physically based rendering in every 

aspect of our pipeline, we started with the concept artists. 

At this stage, it is important to communicate some (clic) material 

information to the environment team.  

In order to do that, concept artists were asked to provide reference 

values for albedo, and to give very simple and precise intentions using 

a common vocabulary that allowed the teams to understand each other. 

 

An example could be: yellow plastic, white painted metal, rough dirty 

metal, and so on. 

 

Based on this information, the environment artists would then need to 

know how to author the textures to make the right materials. 

  



Our shading model requires four textures. The figure here highlights the 

link between our shading model and the different textures. 

 

Before digging further, I want to say a word on vocabulary. Texture 

naming is very important for artists and for communication in general, 

so we should spend some time choosing the right names, and try to 

uniformize them as much as possible. For Remember Me, our 

vocabulary was not exact; we will discuss this for each case. 

 

Let’s go into the detail of our guidelines for each texture type (but not for 

normal maps since they are nothing special here). 

  



The first texture is the albedo, which is more commonly named diffuse 

color by artists. 

From a vocabulary point of view, we should talk about “diffuse albedo” 

and the exact name of this texture should be (clic) “bi-hemispherical 

reflectance”. 

 

Albedo is the (clic) characteristic color of an object. A very simple 

example: a banana is yellow. 

 

With PBR, the albedo has a (clic) physical meaning; it is no more a 

simple color and it shouldn’t be used to (clic) ‘store’ lighting information 

like ambient occlusion, shadows and reflections.  

Since the lighting is now decoupled, all the lighting information must be 

removed from an albedo texture. The lighting will all come from the 

(clic) graphics engine.  

 

We only baked (clic) subtle micro occlusion in the albedo because our 

engine is not precise enough to calculate it. 

 

We observed that (clic) artists tend to author albedo too dark, resulting 

in bad light bounces. 

 

  



Remember Me’s artists have a chart of values to use as a reference. 

 

The diffuse albedo should be set in a (clic) specific range between one 

of the darkest natural substances on earth which is (clic) charcoal, and 

the brightest which is (clic) fresh snow. 

Pure metallic objects have a (clic) black diffuse albedo. 

 

However, this chart wasn’t extensive (clic) enough for our artists. 

 

  



We had another method to acquire data from real world. It is an albedo 

acquisition process inspired by the work of (clic) Henry Labounta in his 

GDC 2011 talk “Art Direction Tools for Photo Real Games”.  

 

In summary, the process was to shoot raw photos with no directional 

lighting, containing a Macbeth chart, and then calibrate it with the help 

of the chart. 

 

For Remember Me, the calibrated pictures were not used directly as a 

basis for textures, but just as references. 

 

It is a time consuming process so we didn’t do it for everything.  

 

 

  



The second texture is the specular texture. The specular texture allows 

us to controls the Fresnel effect  (Click) .  

Its values are difficult to understand for artists, as they are based on a 

physical concept named “index of refraction”.  

 

A word of warning here: the name “specular” was chosen to not perturb 

artists, but actually it confuses them.  

Many were thinking of it as a traditional specular texture and they get 

wrong result. 

Another name could be “Substance”. The true name of this texture 

should be  “Fresnel reflectance at normal incidence for air-surface 

interface”. 

 (Click) For games, the authoring of specular is divided in two 

categories. 

Metal which has high colored values  (Click), and non-metal which has 

low grey values  (Click) . 

 

  



To ease the authoring of specular textures, we provide a chart to our 

artists. 

The chart helps artists to pick values within a physical plausible range. 

This avoids mistakes as the values are rather unintuitive. 

 

The chart shows two trends: Non-metal values are very low, and the 

metal values match the characteristic color of the metal.  

For example, the characteristic color of gold is yellow. 

In practice, the artists experienced that for any non-metal, specular 

could be set to a default value.  

Our game graphic’s engine is limited and this won’t impact the visual. 

I should add that our chart is publicly available. 

 

// I should add that specular values is a good way to classify material 

inside a shader. Allowing knowing if we have a metal or not. 

// A common mistake was not setting a black albedo for metal (it just 

doesn’t seem obvious to artists that it should be black). 

// Most of the time the specular texture is a small texture with flat colors. 

 

  



The third texture is the smoothness map. The smoothness map is the 

most important texture along with the normal map. 

It controls the strength of the blurriness.  

When a surface is perfectly smooth, its reflection is sharp. When the 

surface is rough, its reflection appears blurry. 

The smoothness texture gives more freedom for painting interesting 

details like scratches or speckles… 

 

Another warning about the texture’s name. Internally, we called this 

texture “roughness”. This roughness texture should in theory be white 

for rough surfaces.  

But this was unintuitive for artists and they prefered white for smooth. 

We decided to invert the convention, but conserve the name  because 

the artists were used to it, but this was a bad choice. 

To avoid confusion we’ve named the texture “smoothness” in this talk. 

There is also others possible name like shininess and glossiness, but 

they are not self explanatory. 

 

It is important to understand that smoothness values are engine-

specific. 

Thus, unlike others textures, the smoothness texture can’t be shared 

easily with other engines. 

What really matters is to be clear on the convention when training new 

artists or sharing data.  

The use of a chart can help a lot… 

 

// When the surface is rough its reflection appears blurry. When the 

  



We provided a chart to our artists with the full range of smoothness 

values.  

The chart shows reflecting spheres of varying smoothness rendered in 

the engine, and it also provides images of real world objects. 

 

The smoothness value is used directly with the indirect specular 

lighting. It allows selecting the mipmap level of the pre-integrated 

cubemap. For direct lighting, it is converted (exponentially) to a specular 

power value. 

 

// The smoothness value is converted exponentially 

to the range two-two thousand forty height (2-2048) 

for SpecularPower.  

// SpecularPower = 2^(10 * (Smoothness / 255) + 

1) 

// In Remember Me we chose to provide a perceptually linear value.  

 

 

 

  



Even with the chart, artists had difficulty visualizing the result of the 

smoothness texture when authoring it. 

We helped them by providing a test scene, and we also updated the 

mesh viewer of Unreal Engine to visualize the object with indirect 

specular lighting.  

 

// The environment map could be switched to figure out what different 

lighting would produce. 

  



We also worked with outsourcing artists for props and background 

elements. They were responsible for the modeling and the texturing of 

these assets, and they needed to follow the same workflow as our in-

house artists. 

 

In order to quickly visualize their work, we wanted them to have a 

simple viewer. 

The solution we found was to provide PBR compatible shaders for UDK 

(november 2011 version). 

 

Since these artists were isolated, they were learning Physically Based 

textures by themselves. They couldn’t benefit from our in-house artists’ 

advice and so it was important to frequently review their assets and give 

them precise feedback. This job was done by our art director. 

  



Thanks to our charts, all of the assets worked quite well together, and it 

made it easy to spot materials that were wrong.  

When this happened, the art director, the lead lighting artist and I could 

rapidly check the textures directly within the editor with special view 

modes. 

(launch the video) 

We had a diffuse only view mode, a smoothness view mode, and a 

specular color view mode. We use them to compare the values with 

those from the chart and give fast feedback to the artists. 

 

In order to accelerate the validation process, the tech team later 

implemented two more view modes to spot textures outside of the 

recommended ranges: one for diffuse and one for specular. However, 

since they were implemented quite late in the development, some very 

dark textures had already been compensated for by the lighting. Here 

the albedo looks correct but in fact it’s too dark, so in some cases like 

this one we didn’t correct them. 

 

// It is also important to note that when you apply reflections 

everywhere, the object’s normals  

// must be perfect in order to have correct reflections.  

// A very subtle difference in normals between two surfaces results in a 

big discontinuity in  

// reflections. In order to debug reflections we also had view modes for 

tangent and world space normals. 
  



So in practice: 

 

For Remember Me the artists did not offer any resistance in switching to 

PBR... 

 

...but it did take them a lot of time to figure out how to get the textures 

right. Artists with a technical background are those who adapted the 

most easily. 

 

Of course, adopting this new approach can result in better graphics, but 

the engine is not doing everything and visual quality still depends on the 

artists’ work. 

 

For the lead lighting artist and myself, it was great to work with PBR 

because the materials responded very naturally to light and we could 

achieve better renderings. 

 

In conclusion, the overall PB texture creation process has been a 

success for us and the artists are happy with the final result. 

  



Another interesting aspect of the game is the rainy 

mood. At the beginning of the project, the rain and 

water in general was playing a very big role in the 

game, as much in the scenario as in the gameplay. 
 

 

  



During the development, we removed one by one all 

the gameplay mechanics relying on water, but it still 

remains an important element in the universe of Neo 

Paris. That’s why water is always visually present in 

the game,  
 

// For the record, at the begin of the development we 

could drive a Jet-Ski :) 

  



mostly with rain, puddles, flooded streets,  



and thus we wanted to have nice looking wet surfaces. 



Wet surfaces are really important to give a rainy mood to the world. 

Traditionally, artists boost specular and attenuate diffuse to get a wet 

surface look. With PBR thing are a bit different.  

 

Let’s take look at real world surfaces  (Click). 

The main visual cue people retain is that wet surfaces look darker, more 

specular and exhibit subtle changes in saturation (and hue) . 

However this is not always the case  (Click): smooth or metallic objects 

don’t change. 

In the real world, only porous objects exhibit strong changes when wet. 

  



To correctly handle wet surfaces we should use a more complex 

shading model. 

We chose to stay close to the common approach, of approximating 

surface wetness, through a change of texture parameters. 

Our goal was to have porous surfaces exhibit a change. 

With PBR, textures can be used to improve the knowledge of the 

surface material, and thus adapt the result. 

For games, we can make the approximation that a rough non-metallic 

surface is porous, and thus will change its appearance. To change the 

appearance, we attenuated the albedo and increased the smoothness 

to get a more mirror-like behavior. 

We didn’t need to change the specular value as water and non metal 

material have close values. 

 

// Ideally the shading model would approximate a 

thin layer of water on top of the surface and water 

interaction inside the porous surface. 

 

 

 

  



For Remember Me, we performed a huge optimization.  

In the end we never had scenes transitioning between raining and not. 

We removed all of the shader code and pre-baked the textures. 

 

The extra benefit: artists could improve the result. 

 

The moral of the story is to always fit to your game context. 

  



Here is the runtime code of the wet surfaces modification. 

 
// Not shown during the presentation 

  



Let’s see a video showing our rainy mood in action. 



So, the rainy mood of the world, and the highly 

reflective surfaces featured in the concept art, show 

the importance of good looking reflection for 

Remember Me. 

The dev team spent a lot of time developing tools to 

achieve nice reflections. 

  



First I want to advise that what is commonly called “reflection” is just 

another name for specular indirect lighting. 

In our case, we use the term “reflection” to speak about our reflection 

quality improvements. 

 

The reflections, which use our pre-integrated cubemaps, are present on 

every surface of the scene. 

Artists place many cubemaps in a level and they light objects as we 

described in the PBR section. 

 

 

  



There are a few different ways of deciding how cubemaps affect 

objects. Objects could use nearest cubemap for example. 

For Remember Me, we have developed a method we call « Local image 

based lighting ». 

 

The cubemaps near the camera are mixed into one unique cubemap. 

The result is then applied on the whole scene. 

We presented this process at SIGGRAPH two thousand twelve (2012). 

 

  



Here is a scene without the reflections. 



The same scene with the reflections on, the same interpolated cubemap affects 

all of the objects. 

And now with cubemaps displayed 



Cubemap reflection is only accurate at a single point in space. When 

applied on a surface, the reflection lacks parallax  (Click). 

To improve the cubemap reflection quality, we adjust the reflection 

vector based on the camera location and a coarse representation of the 

scene  (Click). 

This effectively corrects the parallax. 

We use boxes and spheres as a coarse approximation of the scene. 

 

// With our local image-based lighting strategy, we require a lot of 

cubemaps to produce a high quality result. 

// On average we have one hundred and fifty cubemaps (150) inside a 

level (Often there is more cubemaps inside a small corridor due to the 

high frequency lighting than in a large open area, it depends on the 

lighting artists choice). To fit in memory, we aggressively compress and 

stream the cubemaps. 

 

// Note: a common name for parallax-corrected cubemap is “localized 

cubemap”. I’ll stick to parallax-corrected cubemap because we used 

this name in our previous presentation, but please use localized 

cubemap. 

  



While playing the game and looking at the concept 

art,  

we quickly understood that ground reflection was 

very important compared to other objects’ 

reflection... 



We developed a more accurate approach for the ground.  

The goal was to support any kind of volume, as a scene approximation 

for our parallax-corrected cubemap. 

This approach relies on a ground plane, that the artists set up in the 

editor. 

When we mix cubemaps, we use this ground plane to efficiently project 

the volume into a “two-di” (2D) texture. 

This “two-di” (2D) texture is then use to light the ground, like you would 

do with a dynamic planar reflection. 

 

However, this approach is less physically accurate than standard 

reflection, because we generate mipmaps on the fly to handle 

smoothness. All of the details can be found in the “Ji-Pi-Ou” (GPU) pro 

“four” (4) book. 

 

// Note: I want to remind you that our system must be compatible with a 

forward renderer and so can’t rely on the common screen space 

reflection techniques. 

  



So, this is a top down view of a level. 

Artists have set up a parallax volume. 

And it is associated with a cubemap. 

 

Now we have an in-game view. 

See how the cubemap reflection closely matches the environment. 

This can only be achieved with a complex parallax volume. 

Let’s remove the cubemap reflection. 



So, the ground reflection was improved, but this was not enough.  

Artists were asking for more control of the reflection.  

We added an easy way to create billboard reflections to enhance the 

ground reflection. 

We named this feature “image proxies” reflection. 

 

The image proxies are created in the editor by capturing the scene. 

They can also be edited. 

They were rendered into the “two-di” (2D) texture on top of the 

cubemap mix. 

 

// We use quad with similar properties of particles, like facing camera 

and we display them on top of the cubemap when generating the 2D 

texture. 

// The image proxies can be animated 

// We build this system after seeing the talk “The Technology Behind the 

DirectX 11 Unreal Engine "Samaritan" Demo” 

// But our version is far more cheap and less accurate 

// And we discover later that this exact technique is describe in Wiley 

and Scheuermann “The Art and Technology of Whiteout. AMD Technical 

Talk” 

 

  



Image proxies are a powerful tool and we found plenty of creative ways 

to use them. Here’s a video showing some of our best practices. 

 

During the video: 

This is our editing tool. As you can see, the image proxy is linked to one 

or more cubemaps. 

In this case, the image proxy is used to brighten the reflection of the 

door, and to make it more precise. The contact on the ground is much 

better. 

Here is a case showing how we used it to occlude reflections at the 

bottom of the chimney. Here is the shape of the image proxy. It can be 

two sided, so it occludes the reflection of the light even when viewed 

from behind. 

We also used them to enhance specular highlights. Here we have 

created a fake stretched highlight on the wet ground. 

In this case we used an image proxy to have a more precise reflection 

in a puddle, because otherwise one can notice the low resolution of the 

cubemap on such a smooth surface. 

Here we used an animated image proxy to better match the fire in the 

reflection. 

 

  



The images proxies can also be dynamically linked to objects to follow 

their movement. 

This is useful for simple objects like doors but also for characters. 

For them, we use simpled stretched spheres linked to the main bones. 

The result can look ugly on very smooth surfaces, but most of the time 

it does the trick. 

We can tint the spheres to better match the character’s color. 

 

 

This is it for the rain and reflections. And after the rain... 

 

 

  



...comes the sunshine. 

 

One of our main inspirations was Blade Runner, and we first imagined 

the game would always have a dark, rainy mood. 

 

After creating the first levels, we realized that lighting a wet environment 

at night in a futuristic city required a lot of dynamic lights to produce 

specular highlights and to enhance the wet look of our materials.  

  



Since our engine was using forward rendering, we 

were actually quite limited by the number of (clic) 

dynamic lights we could use. 

Given this technical constraint, the art department 

(clic) decided to do a test with daylight levels.  

  



They were seduced by the result and saw it as a 

chance to make something quite unique, since we 

don’t see much science fiction set in daylight.  



It also brought more variety to the game. 

Here you can see we tried to keep the classic sci-fi visual on the interior, with 

daylight on the exterior. 



And here is a screenshot of the game 



For our day levels, since the environment mainly consists of narrow Parisian 

streets and courtyards, the player is often in indirect light and can expect some 

ambient occlusion. 

  



In indirect light we already had nice light bounces and subtle ambient 

occlusion for static objects through lightmaps. We decided to remove all 

unrealistic hard shadows in indirect light and began to search for a 

realtime AO solution for characters and dynamic objects. 

We tried SSAO but we didn’t like the halo effect it often generates 

around characters, so we wanted to experiment with something else. 

  



Close-up of our ambient occlusion solution for 

characters. 

As you can see, it only affects objects directly in 

contact with the character 
 

  



We chose to move to an AO volume system, similar to the one 

presented by Stephen Hill for Splinter Cell Conviction at GDC two 

thousand ten (2010). 

 

A simple volume is used as a proxy of an object (or part of an object). 

The ambient occlusion is then calculate analytically based on the 

distance between the volume and the scene geometry. 

 

For our characters we used capsules. This allowed us to minimise the 

number of volumes required. 

The capsules are links to the main bones of the character. 

 

// The capsules editor is a modification of UE3 Phat editor. 

  



To calculate the ambient occlusion, we splat an influence volume, 

representing the capsule and its influence’s region on the screen. 

For performance we define this influence volume, as the bounding box 

of the capsule, 

extended by its thinnest axis size. 

 

(click)We needed a normal buffer for this technique, which was not 

available with our forward renderer. 

We decided to render normals during the z-prepass, but only for objects 

in contact with characters(click). This allowed us to stay within a 

reasonable performance budget. 

 

// Calc box extent for current volume. We use the thinnest axis size as 

maximum distance 

FVector TotalScale = Scale3D * Scale; 

FLOAT MinAxis = Min(TotalScale.X, Min(TotalScale.Y, TotalScale.Z)); 

ScaleExtent.X = TotalScale.X + MinAxis; 

ScaleExtent.Y = TotalScale.Y + MinAxis; 

ScaleExtent.Z = TotalScale.Z + MinAxis; 

  



So the steps of our algorithm: 

 

Render normal + depth 

Then, splat the extended box into our ambient occlusion buffer 

Finally, apply the result during the main pass (Base pass in UE3) only 

on indirect lighting (like SH, lightmap or cubemap). 

 

Performance depends on the size of the box on the screen. 

It starts from 0.5ms for one character up to 1.5ms for eight characters.  

 

For close-up camera, we faded out the effect to avoid a huge fillrate 

cost. 

 

  



Here we can see the influence volumes in red and 

the capsules are in white. 

  



Here is the result in the ambient occlusion buffer. 

See how subtle it is and the self shadow of the 

character’s arm. 
 

// Note: for those who ask, this buffer is rendered at 

full-screen resolution. 

  



With AO volumes. 

  



Without AO volumes. 

  



Here is the code we use for our capsule AO calculation that handles 

fade out on close-up. 

 

// Not show during the presentation 

 

// The 2D shape of the previous slide was rendered with rendermonkey 

and the following code in 2D: 

float2 p = (texCoord-0.5f) * 10.0f; // Position from local center 

float2 size = float2(3.0f, 1.0f); 

 

float ms = min(size.x, size.y); 

float2 s2 = size-ms;      

      

float2 dist3 = max(abs(p) - s2, 0.0f); // P is the local position 

float AO = 1.0f-saturate(ms / length(dist3) * 2.0f - 1.0f); 

 

  



We will now talk about some enhancement techniques we developed to better 

match the concept art. 

  



In order to have cheap volumetric light effects, we used a lot of 

atmospheric tint spheres. 

These were added in places where planes wouldn’t have been enough 

to achieve a volumetric feeling. 

Those spheres allowed us to enhance the mood of the game, by 

making the air look denser, producing that heavy atmosphere common 

to sci-fi movies.  

  



It also helped with light glowing, cutting silhouettes, and adding depth to 

the image. 

 

They are just cheap additive spheres with a cubic attenuation at 

borders. 

 

When needed, we could add extra features: we could have double-

sided spheres so that the effect doesn’t disappear when you are inside 

of it, camera fade to avoid clipping with the near plane, depth-biased 

alpha to improve contact with nearby objects, and add a smoke effect 

on the sphere. All these features are a little costly, so we only used 

them when necessary. 

 

 

  



Here is an example. In Deep Paris, the atmosphere is 

really reliant on air density. Here there are already 

uniform fog and light cones on spotlights. 

  



and my co-worker added some spheres to simulate 

light scattering in the fog. 

  



these are the shapes of the spheres 



We also have a lot of contrast in our environments... 

  



...and adding atmospheric tint spheres creates a 

really nice transition between strong light and dark 

areas. 

  





since we only had uniform fog, we also used these spheres... 



...to simulate the haze lit by the city 





Another trick I will tell you about relates to the sky. Our night skies were 

ok, but we saw some limitations in our workflow when we introduced 

day levels. Our pipeline was to author textures in photoshop(clic)(clic), 

even for the skies, in order to edit them easily. 

As a result, our sky textures were LDR by default. 

However, this wasn’t producing the bloom and the reflections you would 

expect from a day sky. 

Moreover, the luminosity of the sky on the screen was different from the 

one in Photoshop due to our tonemapper. This made the creation 

process difficult. 

 

We required an HDR sky that we could author by hand with a 

predictable end result. 

 

  



The solution we found was to modify the sky material and reverse the 

tonemapping operation on it. 

Luckily for us, the tonemapper we were using was invertible.  

This simple operation allowed us to preserve all of the details of the sky 

texture. 

It also gave us an HDR sky, bringing back nice bloom and reflections. 

 

  



This is the base sky texture. Here, the upper picture shows the sky with 

tonemapping, so the bright values are grayish. 

The lower picture shows the sky with inverse tonemapping and all the 

bright details are back. This is also visible in reflections of puddles, but 

that’s not shown here. 



Here is the runtime code of the inverse tonemapping. 

 
// Not shown during the presentation 

  



So now, Let’s get back to conception and talk about our levels taking place in 

virtual spaces. 

  



These levels represent the human mind as seen 

through the Sensen technology. 

Two types of these spaces are present in the game. 

  



The first type is the Memory remix. During these 

sequences, the player hacks a character’s Sensen to 

access a specific digitized memory. He can then 

watch it and make some changes. 
 

The second type of virtual space is the Ego-room. 

It’s a representation of a character’s digitized mind. 

It is used as the setting for developing the story and 

for boss fights. 
 

  



The art style in those spaces had to be halfway between organic and 

technological. 

 

To render the organic mood and to express the fact that memories are 

never exact reproductions of reality, our art director represented them 

as incomplete platforms floating in a very (clic) blurry and vast space. 

On each platform, only important aspects of one specific memory would 

be completely remembered and thus visible, while other objects would 

only be represented partially, or even just symbolized by (clic) ghosting 

effects. 

 

For the technological aspect of memories seen through an advanced 

piece of hardware, we wanted memories to appear progressively as if 

they were being loaded like data. So at the beginning of a sequence, 

the platform appears with a (clic) fragmented fade-in effect. At some 

specific moments we also needed to have (clic) glitches on the screen, 

to show weaknesses in the memory that the player can exploit to 

change details of the scene. 

 

It was then quite clear that we needed to have a lot of depth of field blur 

AND a lot of translucent effects in these levels. Since Unreal’s DOF 

couldn’t focus translucent objects, we needed to develop our own. 

  



Like most engines, Unreal Engine uses deferred DOF, which can be 

problematic with translucent objects. 

 

We try many low-cost methods.  

All these methods were trying to store additional information when 

rendering the translucent objects. 

The DOF was then done in a postprocess with the help of this additional 

information. 

These methods didn’t reach the quality we were looking for. 

We wanted to be able to have in-focus translucent objects on top of an 

out-of-focus background. 

 

// DOF translucency (UE3 – XBOX360 only) 

// Calculate DOF blur amount when rendering transparent object and 

use MAX renderstate to keep the highest. 

// The max of this value and the opaque value is used. 

// Write depth of translucent object before postprocess. 

  



The only method that worked was to render an extra DOF pass. 

We first render all translucent objects which are behind the focal plane. 

We then perform a normal DOF pass only on the far pixels. 

We then render the remaining translucent objects. 

The normal DOF is still applied on foreground pixel. // Set far amount to 

1 in UE3. 

 

As this technique requires an extra 2ms, we limited its usage to the 

memory remix and the ego room. 

  



Without extra pass. 

  



With extra pass. 

  



Without extra pass. 



With extra pass. 

 

// Note: after rendering the far translucent objects, we mask far pixels in 

the stencil buffer with a quad at the focal plane position.  

// Performing a simple “gather” blur at this step will take into account the 

objects in front of the focal plane. 

// On consoles we can reuse the stencil as a texture and mask the 

sampled texels for the blur with the marked stencil bit to eliminate the 

// leaking. 

// On PC we took a tricky approach to limit the cost. We used the alpha 

channel to store the “far” pixel information. 

// Then, when blurring, we used this information to reduce the leakage. 

I’m not going to provide the details of the operation because it 

// doesn't work in all cases 

// About the transition between focus/unfocus, we haven’t this case in 

our game. For ego-room only the background is blur. 

// For Memory Remix, the camera is under control and cinematic artists 

try to fix problem manually. 



That’s it for the art and rendering of remember me. 



We would like to thank all these people. 



You will find plenty of information on the rendering of Remember Me on the 

blog. 











  



One of the last steps of the rendering was to add some color grading on 

the image. 

 

It helped us intensify the stylization and get closer to the concept 

artwork. 

 

In more cinematic moments, it allowed us to reinforce specific colors 

depending on the mood of the sequence.  

Furthermore, places you visit twice don’t have the same color grading 

because you are not at the same point in the story. 

 

To some extent, it also allowed us to have a fake eye-adaptation effect. 

In the brightest level, interior rooms were deliberately underexposed 

and compensated for with color grading. When the player goes outside, 

the color grading changes with a fade effect to mimic eye adaptation.  

  



In order to better suit the artwork and to add depth to our images we 

wanted to try blending different color gradings based on depth. 

The blend between layers is done manually in the shader. 

Our system supported up to four different color gradings, but in practice 

two levels can be enough. 

The result was very interesting but in the end we didn’t use this feature, 

because of a lack of time to setup the multiple levels and the additional 

cost of 0.6ms compared to a single color grading. 

  



We will provide the code with the slides. 

 

half4 DepthTransition; => size of the transition between two layers 

half4 DepthDistances; => 4 distances of the four colorgrading LUT. 

 

FVector4 Transition; 

Transition.X = (Distances.X - Info-

>DefaultPostProcessSettings.ColorGrading_TransitionLength) / Info-

>DefaultPostProcessSettings.ColorGrading_TransitionLength; 

Transition.Y = (Distances.Y - Info-

>DefaultPostProcessSettings.ColorGrading_TransitionLength) / Info-

>DefaultPostProcessSettings.ColorGrading_TransitionLength; 

Transition.Z = (Distances.Z - Info-

>DefaultPostProcessSettings.ColorGrading_TransitionLength) / Info-

>DefaultPostProcessSettings.ColorGrading_TransitionLength; 

Transition.W = 1.0f / Info-

>DefaultPostProcessSettings.ColorGrading_TransitionLength; 

SetPixelShaderValue( PixelShader->GetPixelShader(), DepthTransition, 

Transition); 

 

  



Here is an example: 

No color grading. 

  



Simple color grading. 

  



Color grading with two layers. As you can see, the 

silhouette of the foreground on the left is much more 

obvious and it gives the impression that the daylight 

is affecting the colors of the scene in the 

background. 

  



The tech teamdeveloped several features to get the rainy 

mood we wanted for our game.  

The first one, was a feature to efficiently spawn a large 

amount of splashes above the background around the 

player. 
 

For this we generated a top-down depth map from a 

dummy location above the camera. This depth map is 

then read back on the CPU and a random position is 

recovered from the depth value 

to spawn splash particles. 
 

To generate this depth map efficiently, we only rendered 

objects requiring splash collision. For translucent objects 

(which can’t be written into the depth map) we created 

specific proxy meshes not shown in the game. 

  



The second tech we develop was the rain itself. There are plenty of 

ways to generate rain but our main concern here was performance.  

We were looking for a solution to have low and stable cost rain. 

This was achieved by rendering a cylinder with two cone caps. The 

mesh was centered on the player and mapped with one rain texture. 

To get a feelings of depth, we defined four virtual layers placed at 

different depths, and we virtually mapped the rain texture on each of the 

layers with different scroll and rotation speeds. 

  



The drops in the rain texture have different intensities, which allowed us 

to control the number of drops based on a threshold, for simulating 

strong or light rain. 

 

We also reused the depth map of the splashes to occlude drops. Each 

drop is linked to a layer and thus has a virtual position.  

So when the player is under a small cover the drops of the first layer are 

occluded. 

For the other layers, we allowed the level designer to disable them. 

 

We heavily optimized the rain to fit into our cost budget. 

The rain is first rendered at ¼ resolution to perform heavy calculation 

like drops occlusion. Then it is rendered at full resolution and merged 

with all of the other postprocesses (MB, DOF, tone mapping, etc.). 

 

 

 

  



We next set up a feature to paint puddles on the ground. 

By painting vertex color on meshes, artists were able to tag the depth of 

the water at a given location.  

Reusing the same code as for wet surfaces but with water depth, we 

quickly produced a feelings of puddles.  

A good reflection system is really important for realistic puddles. 

 

For the footsteps, we used the vertex color information at this location 

to play the right sounds and produce  splash FX. 

  



Rain also produced ripples on the ground where there was enough 

water. 

We extract the water depth information from the vertex color or from a 

heightmap (often use for parallax mapping). 

Ripples only appear where there is enough water. 

 

We generate a ripple texture on the GPU. We take as input a special 

texture containing ripple information. 

This texture is used to define a set of ripples with different sizes and 

lifetimes. 

 

The time definition allow us to control the number of ripples on the 

ground, matching the rain strength. 

 

The resulting texture is mapped on the ground with world coordinates. 

 

// The ripple textures must tile. 

  



The last effect we developed for the rainy mood is to have camera 

droplets. A full-screen postprocess was too heavy for us, so we 

developed a feature to draw 

droplets in view space just in front of the camera. The particles were 

trimmed to reduce the fillrate. 

 

This feature was received by our FX artists, who reused it for many 

effects traditionally done with a full-screen postprocess. Our hit effect is 

based on it. 

 

  



Here are some details about the game,. 

 

The game was published by Capcom and developed by an average of 

80 people with a few out-source people for music, cg cinematic and 

environment props. 

 

We used Unreal Engine 3 for the game.  

This was a natural choice as many of our team members were used to 

it. 

Nevertheless, we have developed several additional in-house features, 

to better fit our needs,  

some of which were described in this talk. 

 

We chose PS3 as our lead platform from the beginning, as it was the 

main weakness of the Unreal engine. 

In our case, the XBOX360 version was just working, so we didn’t have 

to put any effort into it. 

The PS3 and XBOX360 versions were managed by Dontnod, and the 

PC version was developed by an external company called Qloc. 

 

 

  



First, let’s consider only the diffuse part of the previous integral which is 

the diffuse indirect lighting. 

We can pre-integrate the right part of the diffuse equation offline.  

This is the job of the so-called lightmapper and this is very common in 

games with static lighting. 

 

The result of the pre-integration is store in a directional lightmap to deal 

with static object lighting 

or in a spherical harmonic irradiance volume to deal with dynamic object 

lighting. 

 

The result is indexed by normal at runtime and multiplied by the albedo. 

 

This kind of lighting is provided in stock UE3. 

 

// Lightmap and SH are low frequency lighting 

  


